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The effects of unimanual and bimanual massed practice on upper limb 26 
function in adults with cervical spinal cord injury: a systematic review 27 
Purpose: To determine whether unimanual massed practice (UMP) and bimanual 28 
massed practice (BMP) improve upper limb function in adults with cervical spinal cord 29 
injury (cSCI), and the comparative effectiveness of these rehabilitation approaches. 30 
Methods: A systematic search of 5 electronic databases, OpenGrey and relevant 31 
reference lists was performed to identify studies investigating the effects of UMP and/or 32 
BMP on upper limb function in adults with cSCI. Studies were appraised using a 33 
modified version of the Cochrane risk of bias tool. The findings were qualitatively 34 
synthesised. 35 
Results: Five randomised controlled trials and 2 case studies were included. Six studies 36 
included UMP, 3 included BMP, and 2 compared these approaches. Only 1 study, in 37 
which participants received UMP or BMP + somatosensory stimulation, presented a 38 
low risk of bias for a functional upper limb outcome. Upper limb function improved 39 
significantly in both groups, with no significant between group differences; however the 40 
study was limited by its small sample size and lacking a control group. 41 
Conclusions: Preliminary evidence suggests both UMP and BMP may help improve 42 
upper limb function post-cSCI, particularly when combined with somatosensory 43 
stimulation. However, there is a paucity of high quality studies in this area and further 44 
research is warranted. 45 
Keywords: systematic review; unimanual; bimanual; massed practice; cervical spinal 46 
cord injury; upper limb function 47 
Word count: 4733 48 
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Introduction 50 
Almost 60% spinal cord injuries are at the cervical level [1], resulting in a catastrophic 51 
loss of arm and hand function,  reducing societal participation and overall quality of life 52 
[2]. Given this, it is not surprising that individuals with cervical spinal cord injury 53 
(cSCI) cite recovery of arm and hand function as their most important goal during 54 
neurorehabilitation [3]. Although a wide range of rehabilitation approaches may 55 
improve upper limb function post-cSCI, those currently used in clinical practice are 56 
thought to be poorly evidence-based [4]. This is partly due to the dearth of high quality 57 
studies in this area and partly because many of the studies conducted have focused on 58 
expensive technology which is rarely used in clinical practice [4]. Comprehensive 59 
reviews of promising rehabilitation approaches for improving upper limb function post-60 
cSCI, which do not require costly technology, are therefore warranted to help inform 61 
clinical practice and highlight areas for future research.  62 
Unimanual massed practice (UMP) and bimanual massed practice (BMP) are 2 63 
such rehabilitation approaches which have shown promise in primary studies, and 64 
deserve particular attention due to their recognised benefits in other neurological 65 
conditions such as stroke and cerebral palsy [5-7]. Both these interventions involve 66 
intense repetitive practice of task-orientated motor activities, using either 1 upper limb 67 
(UMP) or both upper limbs (BMP) [8].  68 
UMP may consist of intensive training of 1 limb in isolation or may be a 69 
component of a more extensive training intervention such as constraint-induced 70 
movement therapy (CIMT), in which intensive training of the more affected limb is 71 
combined with restraint of the less affected limb and various behavioural techniques [9]. 72 
The intense use of 1 limb and resulting increase in afferent input from that limb is 73 
thought to stimulate neuroplastic changes, such as cortical reorganisation, and help 74 
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minimise Ðngctpgf"pqp-wugÑ."a phenomenon in which lack of use of a limb results in 75 
movement suppression [9]. BMP is also believed to stimulate neuroplasticity, but unlike 76 
UMP it is based on the principle of interlimb neural coupling and aims to optimise 77 
interhemispheric synchronisation and disinhibition [10,11]. BMP allows both upper 78 
limbs to be trained simultaneously; hence may be particularly helpful for individuals 79 
with cSCI as their impairments are typically bilateral [12]. It has however also been 80 
suggested that UMP may be more beneficial than BMP for individuals with cSCI, as 81 
focusing on 1 hand only allows a greater intensity of practice [12].  82 
Despite the potential benefits of UMP and BMP, a prospective study of 83 
specialist spinal injury centres in 3 different countries suggested that neither of these 84 
approaches are commonly used in clinical practice [13]. Just over 50% of the 85 
participants in this study were classed as having tetraplegia; however the average time 86 
per participant spent practicing arm and hand activities, such as grasping and lifting, 87 
was only 17.5, 31.3 and 49.4 minutes per week in the Netherlands, Australia and 88 
Norway respectively.  89 
Given the potential of UMP and BMP to support individuals with cSCI to 90 
achieve their most significant rehabilitation goal, investigating their effectiveness is of 91 
paramount importance.  While 2 recently published systematic reviews investigated 92 
spinal cord injury rehabilitation approaches, neither provided a detailed analysis of 93 
either UMP or BMP [14,15].  In light of this, the objectives of this review are to 94 
investigate: 95 
(1) If UMP and BMP, either alone or combined with additional interventions, 96 
improve upper limb function in adults with cSCI. 97 
(2)  The comparative effectiveness of UMP and BMP in improving upper limb 98 
function in adults with cSCI. 99 
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 100 
Methods 101 
This review has been conducted according to a protocol registered with the Prospero 102 
International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (registration number: 103 
CRD42016037365, http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/). The reporting of this 104 
review has been based on Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-105 
Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [16]. 106 
 107 
Eligibility criteria 108 
The primary outcome of this review was change in upper limb function between pre-109 
intervention and post-intervention testing. Secondary outcomes were change in muscle 110 
strength, sensory function and corticomotor parameters between pre-intervention and 111 
post-intervention testing.  To be eligible for inclusion in this review studies had to meet 112 
the following eligibility criteria: 113 
‚ Be a published or unpublished completed study reported in English. 114 
‚ Include adults (aged 16 or over) with cSCI. 115 
‚ Include UMP1 and/or BMP2. 116 
‚ Report the primary outcome. 117 
No limitations were applied regarding the type of study design, setting, co-118 
interventions, use of a control/comparator group, injury aetiology, stage post-injury, co-119 
morbidities, functional abilities or ASIA classification. 120 
 121 
                                                             
1 UMP was defined as repetitive practice of task-orientated motor activities involving use of one upper 
limb only, for a minimum of 2 hours per day, 5 days per week, for 3 weeks [12]. 
2 BMP was defined as repetitive practice of task-orientated motor activities involving use of both upper 
limbs, for a minimum of 2 hours per day, 5 days per week, for 3 weeks [12]. 
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Search strategy 122 
The following electronic databases were searched from their inception until the 14th of 123 
April 2016: the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) (in The 124 
Cochrane Library), PubMed, the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health 125 
Literature (CINAHL) (EBSCO), Web of Science, and the Physiotherapy Evidence 126 
Database (PEDro). Where possible the searches were restricted to English language. In 127 
addition, the reference lists of all relevant studies and reviews were hand searched, and 128 
OpenGrey was searched to assist identification of relevant unpublished literature. 129 
The search strategies for all the electronic resources apart from PEDro included 130 
MeSH terms and text words related to the study participants, interventions and 131 
outcomes. The search strategy for PEDro was performed using the advanced search 132 
option based on the title and abstract, therapy, body part and method. The search 133 
strategies used for all the electronic resources are shown in table S1 (supplementary 134 
information). 135 
 136 
Study selection 137 
Initially all studies identified by the searches were screened for eligibility by a single 138 
reviewer (AA) based on the title and abstract alone. To minimise the chance of any 139 
relevant articles being omitted the emphasis of this screening stage was on sensitivity 140 
rather than specificity. Full text copies of any potentially relevant studies were then 141 
obtained and assessed for eligibility by 2 independent reviewers (AA, JA). All 142 
disagreements were resolved by discussion; with a third independent reviewer (SA) 143 
being available had this been required.  144 
 145 
Data collection 146 
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Data about each inclufgf"uvwf{Óu"fgukip."rctvkekrcpvu."kpvgtxgpvkqpu."qwveqogu"cpf"147 
results was extracted using a standardised form, based on recommendations provided by 148 
the Cochrane Collaboration [17]. Data extraction was performed by 2 independent 149 
reviewers (AA, JA). All disagreements were resolved using the process described above 150 
for the study selection.  151 
 152 
Study appraisal 153 
The risk of bias of each included study was assessed using a modified version of the 154 
Cochrane risk of bias tool (RBT) (table S2, supplementary information). The original 155 
Cochrane RBT was designed for use in randomised controlled trials [18]; therefore a 156 
modified RBT was developed to enable the same tool to be used in studies with 157 
different designs. All the modifications were based on suggestions provided by the 158 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) [19].  159 
The modified RBT consists of 6 domains of bias, each comprising 1 or more 160 
items. All the domains and items included in the Cochrane RBT were included in the 161 
modified RBT; however the random sequence generation and allocation concealment 162 
items were only assessed for randomised controlled trials. Furthermore 2 additional 163 
items were included in the modified RBT- type of study design (selection bias domain) 164 
and concurrent intervention/unintended exposure (performance bias domain). 165 
Assessments for the blinding of participants and personnel, blinding of outcome 166 
assessment and incomplete outcome data items were made for the upper limb functional 167 
outcome measures only. For each included study the reviewers were required to rate the 168 
risk of bias for each applicable item as high, low or unclear, and justify the judgement 169 
with a supporting statement. 170 
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Risk of bias summary assessments, specific to the upper limb functional 171 
outcome measures, were made using the approach suggested by the Cochrane 172 
Collaboration (table S3, supplementary information) [17]. Due to the inclusion of 173 
randomised and non-randomised studies, and the subjective nature of some upper limb 174 
functional outcome measures, selection bias; based on the type of study design, and 175 
detection bias based on the blinding of outcome assessment, were considered the key 176 
domains for the summary assessments. All aspects of the risk of bias assessments were 177 
performed by 3 independent reviewers (AA, JA, SA), with disagreements being 178 
resolved by discussion.  179 
 180 
Study synthesis 181 
The study findings were qualitatively synthesised by considering the following 3 182 
groups: UMP, BMP and UMP versus BMP. In addition the type of design, 183 
interventions, comparators and functional upper limb outcome measures of the included 184 
studies were compared to determine if a meta-analysis was appropriate. 185 
 186 
Results 187 
Study selection 188 
The electronic database and hand searching identified a total of 159 records, 44 of 189 
which were duplicates. Screening of the remaining 115 records resulted in 22 records 190 
being identified as potentially eligible for inclusion. Three of these records were 191 
conference presentations with similar titles to published articles by the same authors and 192 
were therefore excluded. Full text eligibility assessments of the remaining 19 articles 193 
resulted in 7 studies being identified as eligible for inclusion. Full details of the study 194 
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selection process and the number of records identified from each electronic database are 195 
shown figure 1 and table S1 (supplementary information) respectively. 196 
 197 
Study characteristics 198 
Five of the studies were randomised controlled trials (RCTs) [12,20-23] and 2 were case 199 
studies [24,25]. The total number of participants across all studies was 93. UMP was 200 
included in 6 studies [12,20-24] and BMP was included in 3 studies [12,22,25].  201 
Summaries of the participant characteristics, intervention characteristics and results of 202 
the included studies are provided in tables 1, 2, and 3 respectively.  203 
[Tables 1, 2 and 3 near here]. 204 
 205 
Study synthesis 206 
Two of the included studies were pilot studies [12,21] on which 2 of the other studies 207 
were based [20,22]. In addition, none of the studies involved the same design, 208 
interventions (including co-interventions and upper limb chosen for UMP/electrical 209 
stimulation), comparators and functional upper limb outcome measures; therefore the 210 
findings of the included studies were synthesised using a purely qualitative approach.   211 
 212 
Study results 213 
UMP 214 
UMP was included in 1 case study [24] and 5 RCTs [12,20-23]. The case study 215 
participant received UMP + bimanual task training, and demonstrated an improvement 216 
in both BBT and MFT scores [24]. One RCT included intervention groups that received 217 
either UMP + somatosensory stimulation (SS) or functional electrical stimulation (FES) 218 
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and BMP + SS or FES [22]. Although this study did not report the significance of 219 
within group changes in outcomes it did report a significant improvement in JTT, but 220 
not CAHAI, scores across all participants. The remaining 4 RCTs all included an 221 
intervention group that received UMP + SS [12,20,21,23]. All 3 of these studies 222 
investigated the significance of pre- to post-intervention changes, and noted that that the 223 
UMP + SS group showed significant improvements in all the functional upper limb 224 
outcomes assessed [12,21,23].  225 
Three RCTs also included an intervention group that received UMP without 226 
concurrent delivery of SS or FES- this group showed significant improvements in both 227 
JTT and WMFT scores in 1 study [23] and a significant improvement in JTT but not 228 
WMFT scores in 1 study [21]. Of the 3 studies which included both a UMP + SS group 229 
and a UMP only group, 1 study reported no significant differences in the improvements 230 
in JTT and WMFT scores between these 2 groups [23], while the other 2 studies 231 
reported that the UMP + SS group showed significantly greater improvements in these 232 
outcomes than the UMP only group [21].  233 
The changes in additional clinical outcomes varied between studies. Two studies 234 
reported that the UMP + SS group showed significantly greater improvements in 235 
maximal pinch grip strength (MPGS) than the UMP only group [21,23]; however 1 236 
study found no significant difference in the change in MPGS between these 2 groups 237 
[20]. Two studies compared sensory outcomes in UMP + SS and UMP only groups, 238 
with neither finding any significant differences in the change in sensory outcomes 239 
between these 2 groups [20,23]. Two studies did however report significant post-240 
intervention improvements in sensory outcomes in the UMP + SS group [12,23], and 1 241 
study reported that the UMP + SS group showed a significantly greater improvement in 242 
sensory outcomes than the control group [21]. Although 1 study reported that the thenar 243 
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muscle motor threshold decreased significantly in both the UMP + SS and UMP only 244 
groups compared to the control group [20], another study reported no significant 245 
changes in the motor threshold for the UMP + SS and UMP only groups [21].  246 
 247 
BMP 248 
BMP was included in 1 case study [25] and 2 RCTs [12,22]. The case study participant 249 
received BMP + SS and demonstrated an improvement in CAHAI and right, but not 250 
left, JTT scores [25]. Kp"cffkvkqp"vjg"ecug"uvwf{"rctvkekrcpvÓu"dkegru"dtcejkk"eqtvkeqoqvqt"251 
map area and normalised map volume increased, and the map centre of gravity shifted 252 
anteriorly and medially; however the motor threshold was unchanged. One of the RCTs 253 
reported that the BMP + SS group showed significant post-intervention improvements 254 
in JTT, CAHAI and sensory scores [12]. The remaining RCT did not report within 255 
group changes in outcomes (see preceding section for the post-intervention changes 256 
across all participants) [22]. 257 
 258 
UMP versus BMP 259 
The effects of UMP and BMP were compared in 2 RCTs, 1 combining the UMP and 260 
BMP with SS [12], and the other combining the UMP and BMP with SS or FES [22]. 261 
Both studies reported significant post-intervention improvements in the JTT scores, 262 
either within each group [12], or across all participants [22]. In contrast, only 1 study 263 
reported significant post-intervention improvements in the CAHAI scores for the UMP 264 
+ SS and BMP + SS groups [12], with the other study reporting no significant change in 265 
the CAHAI scores across all participants [22]. 266 
The latter study did however report that the BMP + SS/FES group showed 267 
significantly greater improvements in CAHAI scores than the UMP + SS/FES group 268 
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[22], although the other study did not support this finding [12]. Both studies reported 269 
that the change in JTT did not vary significantly between the UMP + SS/(FES) and 270 
BMP + SS/(FES) groups. One of the studies did however report that its sample size was 271 
below that required to detect between group differences in the JTT, and trends in its data 272 
suggested that the UMP + SS group made greater progress with the JTT tasks than BMP 273 
+ SS group [12].  274 
Both RCTs assessed MPGS and sensory sensitivity via the Semmes Weinstein 275 
Monofilament Test (SWMT). The only significant post-intervention change identified 276 
for these outcomes was an improvement in SWMT scores in both the UMP + SS and 277 
BMP + SS groups in 1 study [12], and neither study identified any significant between 278 
group differences for these outcomes [12,22]. Both RCTs also assessed thenar muscle 279 
corticomotor outcomes, with 1 study reporting a significant post-intervention increase in 280 
corticomotor map area across all participants [22]. Furthermore, the other study reported 281 
that the post-intervention increase in corticomotor map area across all participants 282 
bordered on significance [12]. Neither study investigated between group differences in 283 
the corticomotor outcomes due to insufficient numbers of participants completing the 284 
corticomotor testing.  285 
 286 
Study appraisal 287 
The risk of bias judgements for all the included studies are displayed in table 4, with 288 
justifications for the judgements being provided in table S4 (supplementary 289 
information).  290 
[Table 4 near here]. 291 
The overall risk of bias within 2 of the included studies was high for all the 292 
functional upper limb outcomes reported, as these studies employed a case study design 293 
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and therefore presented a particularly high risk of selection bias [24,25]. The overall 294 
risk of bias within 3 RCTs for all the functional upper limb outcomes reported 295 
[20,21,23], and within 1 RCT for the JTT [22], was unclear, because these studies 296 
presented a low risk of bias for both the type of study design and blinding of outcome 297 
assessment, but an unclear risk of bias for at least 3 additional items. The overall risk of 298 
bias for the CAHAI within 1 RCT was high, because this study presented a high risk of 299 
bias for 4 individual items, including blinding of outcome assessment [22]. The overall 300 
risk of bias within the remaining RCT for the JTT was low, because this study presented 301 
a low risk of bias for the type of study design, blinding of outcome assessment and 4 302 
additional items [12]0"Vjku"uvwf{Óu"qxgtcnn"tkum"qh"dkas for the CAHAI was however 303 
unclear, as it was not stated if the outcome assessors were blinded and the CAHAI 304 
involves subjective judgements; hence the risk of outcome assessor blinding for the 305 
CAHAI in this study was unclear. 306 
 307 
Discussion 308 
This review aimed to investigate the effects of UMP and BMP on upper limb function 309 
in adults with cSCI. Despite employing broad eligibility criteria only 2 case studies and 310 
5 RCTs were identified for inclusion, and 5 of these studies came from the same 311 
research group (table 1) [12,20-22,25]. The overall risk of bias for all the functional 312 
upper limb outcomes in 6 of the 7 included studies was either high or unclear [20-25]. 313 
The remaining study also presented an unclear risk of bias for the CAHAI; however its 314 
overall risk of bias for the JTT was low (table 4) [12]. All participants in this study had 315 
cSCI of greater than 1 year duration and received either UMP + SS or BMP + SS. 316 
Participants in both groups showed significant post-intervention improvements in the 317 
JTT, with no significant differences in the change in JTT scores between groups (table 318 
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3). The JTT is recognised as a reliable outcome measure for use in individuals with 319 
cSCI [26]. These findings therefore suggest that UMP and BMP, combined with SS, 320 
may improve upper limb function in adults with chronic cSCI, and that these 321 
interventions may be equally effective at doing so.    322 
Nonetheless, the aforementioned study was a pilot study, and its lack of control 323 
group and small sample size pose several limitations [12]. Firstly, given the study 324 
lacked a control group and the JTT is influenced by learning [26], it is not known 325 
whether the improvements made from baseline reflected true improvements in upper 326 
limb function or simply learning effects. Consequently, the UMP + SS and BMP + SS 327 
rehabilitation approaches may have both been ineffective at improving upper limb 328 
function. Secondly, vjg"cwvjqtÓu"post hoc power analysis predicted a sample of 12 329 
participants per group would have been required to detect significant between group 330 
differences in the JTT scores; however the number of participants in the UMP + SS and 331 
BMP + SS groups were only 6 and 7 respectively [12]. The study was therefore 332 
underpowered to detect significant between group differences, increasing the likelihood 333 
that the failure to find a significant difference in the UMP + SS and BMP + SS groups 334 
was a false negative. This is a particularly important consideration given that trends in 335 
vjku"uvwf{Óu"fcvc"uwiiguvgf"vjcv"vjg"WOR"+ SS group improved more than the BMP + 336 
SS group in the JTT (table 3). Furthermore, the likelihood that the post-intervention 337 
improvements in JTT scores for both intervention groups reflect true positives is 338 
reduced due to the low power of this study [27]. Thus, even though a low risk of bias 339 
for the JTT provides greater confidence in the validity of the results, the lack of a 340 
control group and small sample size may negate any robustness in the results for 341 
improvement in upper limb function. 342 
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Given the limitations of the pilot study described above [12], the same group of 343 
authors performed a follow up study in which participants received UMP + SS/FES or 344 
BMP + SS/FES [22]. This study employed a delayed intervention design in order to 345 
allow comparison of participants who received an intervention to a control group of 346 
participants. The change in JTT scores did not differ significantly between the UMP + 347 
SS/FES and BMP + SS/FES groups; however, when collapsed by intervention subtypes, 348 
the intervention group showing a significantly greater improvement in JTT scores than 349 
the control group (table 3) [22]. Since the JTT involves use of one upper limb only, this 350 
suggests that the training interventions were effective at improving unimanual function.  351 
In contrast the scores for the CAHAI, which involves use of both upper limbs 352 
and hence provides a measure of bimanual function, did not differ significantly between 353 
the intervention and control groups (table 3) [22]. The authors suggested that, because 354 
the BMP + SS/FES group showed a significantly greater improvement in CAHAI scores 355 
than the UMP + SS/FES group, pooling of the training groups weakened the mean 356 
difference used in the comparison with the control group [22]. Tentatively, it could be 357 
inferred that, whilst both UMP and BMP, regardless of stimulation type, were effective 358 
at improving unimanual function, BMP should be used if the focus is on improving 359 
bimanual function. Given, that the majority of tasks of daily living involve the use of 360 
both hands to some extent [11],  BMP may be the most useful type of massed practice 361 
to incorporate into a rehabilitation programme. However, this study did present with a 362 
high risk of bias for the CAHAI, involved multiple comparisons and, due to participant 363 
attrition, its sample size was below that suggested by the power calculation (table 1). 364 
Taken together, the limitations of both the pilot study [12] and subsequent study [22] 365 
suggest  that robust conclusions about the individual and comparative effects of UMP 366 
and BMP on upper limb function cannot be drawn. 367 
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Three RCTs investigated UMP delivered alone and combined with SS; however 368 
1 of the studies lacked clarity about whether its methodology truly met the requirements 369 
of an RCT, and employed inappropriate statistical analyses for the study design 370 
employed [23]. In addition 1 of the RCTs was a pilot study which lacked a control 371 
group [21]. A subsequent study performed by the same group of authors included UMP 372 
only, SS only, UMP + SS and control groups [20]. Although all 3 intervention groups 373 
showed significantly greater improvements in JTT scores than the control group, only 374 
the SS and UMP + SS groups showed significantly greater improvements than the 375 
control group in the WMFT (table 3). This suggests SS may be superior to UMP when 376 
either intervention is delivered in isolation. Furthermore the UMP + SS group showed 377 
significantly greater improvements in the JTT and WMFT than both the UMP only and 378 
SS only groups, with the combination of UMP + SS also showing the greatest benefit in 379 
terms of sensation (SWMT) and strength (MPGS) (table 3). This corresponds with 380 
evidence that both sensation and strength are key determinants of upper limb function 381 
[28]. However, given that this study had an unclear risk of bias for both the JTT and 382 
CAHAI, and had a small sample size, its results should be interpreted with caution.  383 
Although no previous systematic reviews have specifically investigated the 384 
effects of UMP and BMP post-cSCI, these interventions have been included in 385 
systematic reviews investigating the broader topics of exercise therapy and 386 
physiotherapy interventions post-cSCI [14,15,29,30]. The results of the present review 387 
are largely consistent with these previous reviews, all of which reported that, although 388 
the current evidence suggests that exercise therapy/physiotherapy interventions improve 389 
upper limb function in individuals with cSCI, there are only a limited number of studies 390 
in this area, mostly with small sample sizes.  391 
 392 
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Limitations 393 
This review has various limitations. Firstly, only a small number of studies were 394 
included and it was not possible to combine the results in a meta-analysis. Although this 395 
review employed a broad search strategy, it was limited to English and no experts in the 396 
field were contacted to assist study selection; hence potentially relevant studies may 397 
have been missed. Furthermore it could be argued that the UMP and BMP definitions 398 
used in this review were too restrictive, which may have resulted in the exclusion of 399 
relevant studies. 400 
Due to the paucity of research in this area, and the fact that many SCI 401 
intervention studies do not include a control group [4], no eligibility limitations were 402 
applied regarding the type of study design. This led to the inclusion of case studies, 403 
which present a particularly high risk of bias [17]. It also meant that a modified version 404 
of the Cochrane RBT which has not been validated was used. Arguably the case studies 405 
add little to the results of this review and should have been excluded to allow use of the 406 
original RBT; however this was not performed to ensure adherence to the registered 407 
protocol. The quality of the RCTs included in this review was also limited, with 4 of the 408 
5 RCTs included presenting a high or unclear risk of bias for all the functional upper 409 
limb outcomes assessed [20-23] (table 4), and the study authors were not contacted for 410 
clarifications. In addition the small sample sizes noted in this review mean that the 411 
power of the studies to detect effects was compromised [27]. 412 
The Graded Redefined Assessment of Strength, Sensibility and Prehension 413 
(GRASSP) is a recently developed tool specifically designed for assessing upper limb 414 
function post-cSCI, and has been shown to have good responsiveness and excellent 415 
sensitivity when used for this purpose [31]. However none of the studies included in this 416 
review used the GRASSP, instead using generic functional upper limb outcome 417 
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measures, all of which present significant limitations when used in individuals with 418 
cSCI. For example the JTT is not only affected by learning, but also fails to detect 419 
changes in intrinsic muscles, allows compensatory trunk and shoulder movements and 420 
includes tasks which are not representative of the daily tasks performed by individuals 421 
with cSCI [26,32]. Finally all the included studies were limited by a lack of long-term 422 
follow-up.  423 
 424 
Future research 425 
This review provides preliminary evidence that UMP and/or BMP, combined with SS, 426 
may assist the rehabilitation of adults with cSCI; however it also highlights the paucity 427 
of high quality studies in this area and need for further research. Future studies should 428 
investigate UMP and BMP delivered in isolation, to help determine whether concurrent 429 
delivery of SS is critical to their effectiveness. In addition the UMP and BMP protocols 430 
employed in most of the included studies were very similar in intensity and content 431 
(table 2). There is moderate quality evidence that repetitive task training in individuals 432 
with stroke is intensity-dependent, with beneficial effects only occurring at high training 433 
intensities [6]. Correspondingly, is possible that the failure of some of the studies 434 
included in this review to find significant post-intervention improvements in all the 435 
functional upper limb outcomes was related to the use of insufficient training intensities. 436 
Investigating the effects of different UMP and BMP training intensities in individuals 437 
with cSCI is therefore of paramount importance, both to determine the true 438 
effectiveness of these rehabilitation approaches and to assist the development of optimal 439 
UMP and BMP protocols. 440 
One of the included case studies did not specify the stage post-injury of its 441 
participant [24] and all the other studies only included participants who were at least 6 442 
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months post-injury (table 1). The early initiation of SCI-specific rehabilitation is 443 
extremely important and a delay in starting rehabilitation may negatively influence 444 
functional capability [4,33]; hence research into the effects of UMP and BMP at earlier 445 
stages post-cSCI is clearly warranted.   446 
  447 
Conclusion 448 
This review highlights the paucity of research investigating the effects of UMP and 449 
BMP on upper limb function post-cSCI. Of the 7 included studies only 1 presented a 450 
low risk of bias for a functional upper limb outcome measure. This studyÓu"hkpfkpiu"451 
implied that both UMP and BMP, combined with SS, improve upper limb function in 452 
adults with chronic cSCI, and that both interventions are similarly effective at doing so. 453 
However the study was limited by a small sample size and lack of a control group; 454 
hence its findings should be interpreted with caution. Findings from other included 455 
studies, all of which presented a high or unclear risk of bias, suggested that BMP may 456 
improve bimanual function more than UMP, and that combining UMP with SS may 457 
result in greater benefits than either intervention delivered in isolation. Collectively 458 
therefore, the findings of the studies included in this review emphasise the potential 459 
value of incorporating UMP and BMP into rehabilitation post-cSCI, particularly when 460 
combined with SS, but the considerable limitations of all the included studies mean that 461 
robust conclusions cannot be drawn.  Further research is therefore warranted to 462 
investigate many different aspects of UMP and BMP, such as their influence at earlier 463 
stages post-cSCI and optimal training protocols.  464 
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